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Abstract: A distributed power system operation and control node privacy and security are attractive
research questions that deliver electrical energy systems to the participating stakeholders without
being physically connected to the grid system. The increased use of renewable energy in the power
grid environment creates serious issues, for example, connectivity, transmission, distribution, control, balancing, and monitoring volatility on both sides. This poses extreme challenges to tackle the
entire bidirectional power flow throughout the system. To build distributed monitoring and a secure control operation of node transactions in the real-time system that can manage and execute
power exchanging and utilizing, balancing, and maintaining energy power failure. This paper proposed a blockchain Hyperledger Sawtooth enabling a novel and secure distributed energy transmission node in the EPS-ledger network architecture with a robust renewable power infiltration.
The paper focuses on a cyber–physical power grid control and monitoring system of renewable
energy and protects this distributed network transaction on the blockchain and stores a transparent
digital ledger of power. The Hyperledger Sawtooth-enabled architecture allows stakeholders to exchange information related to power operations and control monitoring in a private ledger network
architecture and investigate the different activities, preserved in the interplanetary file systems. Furthermore, we design, create, and deploy digital contracts of the cyber–physical energy monitoring
system, which allows interaction between participating stakeholders and registration and presents
the overall working operations of the proposed architecture through a sequence diagram. The proposed solution delivers integrity, confidentiality, transparency, availability, and control access of
the distribution of the power system and maintains an immutable operations and control monitoring ledger by secure blockchain technology.
Keywords: blockchain; Hyperledger Sawtooth; smart contract; power systems; chain of operation
and control; distributed node privacy and security
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, energy crises are emerging as a significant challenge in the supply of
power resources to the economy. It has been impacted radically because of localizationbased shortages, a restricted fuel supply and demand, over-consumption, nationalization,
regulation of energy companies, market failure, shallow infrastructure, and affected by
the social and political environment [1]. According to the annual survey of IEA Global
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Energy Review 2019–2020, the current uncertain situation has an impact on public health,
economy, and, hence, energy; the share of energy exposed to the control measures jumped
from 5% to 50% [2], unlike energy use and carbon dioxide emission which have dropped
down an average percentage of 25 because of partial and complete lockdowns [2]. The
energy data collection for thirty countries until April 2020 showed a two-thirds energy
demand decline in the first quarter of the 2020 lockdown by a demand depression of 3.8%.
Therefore, global coal, oil, gas, and electricity demands have decreased [3]. The only
source that posts growth in demand is renewable energy and power systems. Undoubtedly, these systems requires more installation capacity but a one-time investment along
with a priority dispatch.
With the increased use of renewable resources, most of the two energy resources are
used, such as solar and wind, which are now in the process of creating large and small
productions and a scalability of power generation [4]. Therefore, the requirement is effectively increasing, and the use of advanced control techniques and procedures to work in
a microgrid system are makeable. In the last scale of energy production, the operation and
control of the system cover the principles involving energy conversion and prominent
renewable sources, including the fluid mechanics theory and thermodynamics [5]. However, the challenging aspect is the real-time secure operation and control of distributed
power systems at various scales to support a more efficient and reliable electric grid. The
current central station power plant controls the electric grid with a single way of power
delivery through the distributed generators and, based on this, a distributed operate and
control management can handle all the transactions with advanced node communication,
and provide robust performance in terms of efficiency and enhanced reliability [6]. The
secure monitoring of energy and distributed power system control operations of node
transactions are fully protected through a blockchain cyber–physical system. It enables
the optimized operation of the system and provides a way to control the node security
and preservation along with an improved resilience and more reliability.
The trade of the energy and power grid system shifted from the centralized to the
distributed smart power grid system; the development of the current distributed energy
business model has encountered critical bottlenecks and implementation challenges [7].
The current multimedia-enabled decentralized cloud management of energy business
models is highly relying on third-party services [8]. Thus, this will cause a single point of
failure; moreover, it will lead to increased operating costs, potential risk and low node
transaction transparency, and a high possibility of data forgery and tampering. The thirdpart service level may disclose the pattern of user energy generation; on the basis of the
data heuristics, where it can easily predict the daily activities of users’ power operations
and control system management; meanwhile, there is a lack of privacy, protection, and
security shown in Figure 1. Furthermore, the market price comparison between traditional
and current renewable energy systems will discourage investment in renewables [9].
Therefore, a one-way energy transmission creates disruption because of a complex power
management, has more difficulty handling dynamic energy demands, and vulnerability
occurs when the power supply runs out. However, the management of distributed twoway directional energy is desirable to improve the system efficiency and stability, and the
renewable cost of emission requires full consideration [10].
Blockchain technology has been widely adopted as a decentralized system that provides security and privacy of distributed energy systems control operations of power
node transactions [11]. The technology serves various potential advantages in cyber–
physical power management and control monitoring development, such as a high node
transactions transparency and an easy way to be rid of complex two-way power management, monitoring, and related vulnerabilities [12]. It would also provide the distributed
blockchain-aware serverless peer-to-peer (P2P) network with microgrids of renewable energy; blockchain-enabled development can cover several gray areas, including technological, economic, social, and environmental dimensions. Furthermore, there is no additional
cost for permanence, and a high level of privacy security pertinent to store energy-related
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information and control accessibility [13]. For instance, the modular blockchain business
models (consortium), including the Hyperledger Sawtooth, act as a permissioned private
distributed network architecture. The Hyperledger Sawtooth-based customized (programable) smart contracts guaranteed by blockchain, automate rule-based transactions
execution and security. It also allows to design and create a seamless hash encryption,
which supports the general-purpose programming language for maintaining a trustable
private network and pluggable consensus protocols effectively and efficiently. Through
the experiment, the hash-encrypted power node transaction is formed in chronological
order and it achieves various benefits in the domain of distributed energy management
and control, such as reducing the peak load, increasing economic savings, market trading
efficiency, and avoiding third-part administrative barriers and authenticity.

Figure 1. Traditional unsecure centralized energy power grid systems operation and control monitoring.

This study addresses the blockchain Hyperledger Sawtooth-enabled energy and
power control operations systems, an emerging distributed computing technology that
acts in distinct energy, power, and grid systems operation and controls management. A
new way of blockchain–cyber–physical systems for monitoring distributed power operations and bidirectional energy controls and management is introduced. The blockchainenabled secure node transactions of a power system provides immutable data entry, reliability, transparency, and establishes a trustworthiness environment between participating stakeholders and discards other vendor-related services or any third-party provider
connectivity. This proposed architecture can easily track all the operations and actions of
renewable energy and power systems and their control management; the main contributions of this study are as follows:
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•

•

•

•

We introduce the combination of blockchain and cyber–physical technology in the
energy system, which provides transactions of power node security, data immutability, integrity, transparency, and a distributed control access and distributed monitoring. It resists the unauthorized access of system operation and control, connects
stakeholders in a permissioned private network, and exchanges and transfers energyrelated information in a secure transmission channel.
In addition, we propose a novel and secure blockchain Hyperledger Sawtooth-aware
serverless distributed network architecture for renewable energy and power systems
chain of operations and control management to replace the current centralized system that impacts an improved performance, transparency, security, and complete
provenance.
We explain the importance of the P2P network of microgrids in renewable energy
and analyze the developed blockchain-enabled security and create smart contracts
(such as register(), AddNode(), and UpdateTransaction()) for secure communication
and distributed monitoring.
Finally, the consensus policy and event transitions and execution are discussed, and
we highlight critical implementation challenges and limitations in the proposed EPSledger, along with the open research areas and future developments.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the related work of
energy, power and grid systems operations and control, distributed node transaction privacy, and security with a blockchain Hyperledger-enabled private permissioned network
architecture. Section 3 describes the existing power systems control operations and distributed monitoring, and the use of newly blockchain distributed technology-based secure
cyber monitoring of the real-time environment and calculates its radical impact on the
energy system. Section 4 presents the proposed the architecture of the blockchain Hyperledger Sawtooth-enabled distributed power system chain of operation and control and
allows the accessibility of this system through DAPP. The next section focuses on the chain
code implementation, including the consensus algorithm and protocols, the verification
policy, SH-256 hash encryption, and the core system of power node transactions. Moreover, we briefly discuss the system implementation challenges and explain the working
mechanism of the cyber–physical secure control monitoring transaction in the private network through a sequence diagram and compare this with other state-of-the-art models.
Finally, we conclude our research paper in Section 6.
2. Literature Review
A proper supply of energy resources is one of the prime objectives of renewable energy and power management and monitoring [14]. The characteristics of the renewable
energy and power systems control operations and blockchain technology are consistent.
In this scenario, blockchain technology was applied to the energy system, a decentralized
energy trading and control operations monitoring platform was design and maintained
according to the blockchain Hyperledger-customized consensus policies and power node
transactions execution verification protocols. Automated and efficient monitoring is guaranteed by the proper design and implementation of digital contracts [15]. The registered
stakeholders in the permissioned private network were allowed to query transaction data
in the gazette structure, where blockchain ensured the complete data transparency of the
system. Moreover, blockchain technology is more feasible because of the distributed nature and decentralized platform for renewable energy systems. The data in the system
were protected by a hash-encrypted SH-256 algorithm and preserved by a distributed data
storage (file structure) such as interplanetary file systems (IPFS) [16]. Presently, several
research methods have been proposed related to renewable energy systems, distributed
operation and control, monitoring, and blockchain technology separately. We highlighted
a few works of the literature and discussed (Table 1) the proposed architectural open challenges and the implementation issues are as follows:
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Table 1. Blockchain Hyperledger-enabled renewable energy and power systems-related literatures.

References
Challenges/Limitations
•
Weaknesses, opportunities,
and threats of distributed blockHow to improve the com- J. Hou et al. presented the current status of
chain-enabled energy resources
petitiveness of distributed distributed energy resources in China
are listed
[17]
energy resources in China first, and then used Michael Porter's force
•
Improved consensus policy
with blockchain technol- strategy to analyze the competitiveness of
and recommendation
ogy
distributed energy resources.
•
Issues in billing and settlement
Maarten Wolsink investigated the distrib- •
High diffusion of distribDistributed energy sysuted energy resources and their impact on uted energy system
tems as common goods:
social political acceptance, and further •
Self-governing
Socio-political acceptance
[18]
managed private commodity delivery in •
common pool resources theof renewables in intellithe public grid and monitoring through ory (Ostrom’s theory)
gent microgrids
the P2P application.
•
Public ledger
N. M Kumar et al. explained the modern •
An additional cost of the
power infrastructure based on the smart electronics component
Distributed Energy Regrid, the two-way flow of electricity and •
Permissionless distributed
sources and the Applicadata between peers within the distributed ledger architecture
[19]
tion of AI, IoT, and Blockelectric energy power system using block- •
Replacing fossil fuel convenchain in Smart Grids
chain, IoT, and artificial intelligence (fuzzytional grid
logic).
•
Improved traceability
A. Baggio et al. proposed a blockchain en•
Control connectivity board
Blockchain as Key Ena- abling technology for designing and supfor smart inventor
bling Technology for
porting grid infrastructure, a framework
[20]
•
Platform interoperability
Future Electric Energy Ex- that addresses a decentralized energy grid
•
Regulatory compliance
change: A Vision
platform hosted through direct participa•
Required characteristics
tion of the coordination procedures.
A. Iskakova et al. focused on the block- •
Integration of transactive
chain ethereum-enabled application for management and multilevel agent
Ethereum Blockchainthe energy industry, addressing the poten- •
Public ledger network
[21]
Based Peer-To-Peer Ential challenges and limitations of distrib- •
Ethereum smart contract
ergy Trading Platform
uted energy resources and reliable trans- through operation and control,
active energy management (P2P).
monitoring and energy trading
J. Lu et al. proposed a blockchain-enabled
distributed architecture for virtual power
plants and energy internet for real-time •
Whisper protocol used in
Smart contract for distribelectricity prices and monitoring. In addi- the P2P
uted energy trading in virtion, the analysis of the supply and de- •
Proof-of-Stake (coinage)
[22]
tual power plants based
mand information was conducted in real •
SHA-3
on blockchain
time, so that bidirectional selection could •
Permissionless network
be carried out, and this distributed energy
was connected to the grid.
I. Petri et al. demonstrated how blockBlockchain for energy
•
Ethereum model
chains can be utilized and support the forsharing and trading in dis•
Public ledger
[23]
mation of energy systems. Design and imtributed prosumer com•
Permissionless network
plement a blockchain-enabled framework
munities
(P2P)
and smart contract that manages energy
Paper Title

Proposed Methodology
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node transactions and energy-related information exchanges in a community of
prosumers; moreover, to provide a more
secure energy trading environment between producers and consumers.
A. Mnatsakanyan et al. proposed a block- •
Increase the security cost by
chain-enabled mechanism that handles en-smart grid
ergy transactions with a virtual power •
Risk of controlling the agBlockchain-Integrated Virplant on a distributed ledger along with gregated distributed energy retual Power Plant Demoncomplete data transparency. Moreover, sources
stration
they developed the management of grid •
Ethereum-based architecdigitalized and enabled new distributed ture
applications in power systems.
•
Public network

[24]

The blockchain Hyperledger is an open-source community that focuses on the development of a suite of stable architectures, programming libraries, frameworks, tools, and
security patches for small and large business deployments [25,26]. For our solution, we
chose a Hyperledger Sawtooth platform. This technology offers a flexible modular framework that separates the core system of power systems from the distributed application
domain [27]; this Hyperledger provides benefits for building, deploying, and running a
distributed solution for the cyber–physical power systems’ chain of operation and control
monitoring [28,29]. Sawtooth implements secure node transaction-based updates to the
shared power control state between stakeholders in the private permissioned network by
a consensus algorithm [30]. It segregates power system core ledgers from the application
domain environment; thereby, the Sawtooth-enabled distributed applications of power
systems are simply developed to keep the record safe and secure [31–33]. Sawtooth
demonstrates the complete periphery of the system; this system operates the power, run,
and host without interfering with the core distributed EPS-ledger. This core power system
logic was required for the secure cyber–physical control monitoring shown in Figure 2.
Furthermore, we designed and ran as a smart contract virtual machine based on a selfgoverning mechanism, created transactional rules, consensus policy, defined permissioned network authentication, and notified and executed digital contracts between various stakeholders in the chain-like chronological order.
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Figure 2. Blockchain Hyperledger Sawtooth-enabled secure EPS-ledger distributed node transaction.

3. The Existing Power Systems Control Operations and Monitoring with Blockchain–
Cyber–Physical System
The current power systems have transformed from centralized to distributed; the
main objective was to maintain a continuous power supply with a high-quality acceptance
to consumers of the systems [25,33]. Therefore, the system was set to be the equilibrium
when the supply and generation of power were in the balance condition as shown in Figure 3. Modern energy power systems are complex structures and spread in a large geographical area. Due to an increasing demand and industrial growth, a new trend in this
technology emerged that needs to be considered while operating and planning, such as
active power and reactive power control, power transfer, voltage stability, controlled frequency and load balancing, quality, and auto-electric generation. Moreover, multimachine systems, a competitive environment, reliability, billing, and settlement monitoring,
are crucial aspects of the operation and control of the power system [26,32,33]. However,
this system becomes unstable if it is subjected to faults. To determine the stability and
security of the system, we had to study and analyze the state of the system. Recently, the
current energy systems faced most of the faults; the unsymmetric faults of power systems
are the main issue, including ground line, double line, and line-to-ground faults [27,31].
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Figure 3. Presented is the working of current renewable power grid systems operation and control
monitoring.

3.1. Energy Systems and Blockchain Hyperledger Sawtooth-Enabled Cyber–Physical Systems
Cyber–physical systems are a setup that controls and monitors elements of different
scientific and engineering disciplines such as cybernetics, distributed control, sensor networks, embedded devices, and engineering systems and control theory [28,32]. In energy
systems, the optimal integration of physical and digital components of power system operation and control maximizes the synergy between the two. Therefore, achieving significant benefits in energy systems such as cost, performance, overall power management,
secure monitoring, and life-cycle sustainability [29,33]. The cyber–physical systems-enabled energy systems, hardware, and software have been performing seamless integration
towards achieving well-defined tasks. These tasks are highly automated and distributed
in nature (multi-agents); this trustworthiness process of collecting energy-related data in
primary condition guarantees the electric power systems safe and reliable operation.
Whereas cyber–physical systems collaborate with the sensors and networks embedded
with an EPS-ledger to monitor and control the physical environment; we also used feedback loops that allow systems to self-activate, for example, computing, communication,
and control [30,31]. Additionally, blockchain technology provides operational and control
node transaction security, validates transactions, and ensures data immutability. Moreover, consensus algorithms, distributed data preservation, storage, and secure protocol,
which are used to provide robustness such as performance and reliability, also eliminate
the risk associated with the current energy systems operations and control monitoring.
3.2. Business Rules
It is an application program usually known as business logic and policy decision
making that defines a set of assets and the transaction instructions for modifying these
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assets. Business rules are created and executed by peer-to-peer nodes to authenticate, facilitate, and enforce them by reading defined rules, to preserve and change other energyrelated state information, and share them with participating stakeholders in the Sawtoothpermissioned network [34]. The Sawtooth business core design allows the programmable
distributed application to choose the predefined transaction rules, consensus algorithms,
customization, and permissions that support the proper implementation of business rules.
When the condition is meet, the business rule triggers and executes; accordingly, as a result, the transaction execution in a set of assets is submitted to the permissioned network
and last appended to the ledgers on all peer-to-peer nodes [35].
Presently, the power system is one of the open applicational areas where business
rules are being deployed and implemented to deal with challenges, such as power management, electronic data handling, exchanging information, cyber–physical systems-enabled monitoring, and a smart and intelligent programmable controlled operation. Moreover, accessing, storing, and preserving energy-related sensitive information are serious
issues in renewable energy systems. One of the main features of using these business rules
in the renewable distributed energy system is the support of digital signature approvals
between the participating stakeholders to execute transactions based on the agreed conditions [36]. The infrastructural cost is also reduced by using business rules, as it replaces
other third-party vendor-based solutions in exchanging various transactions.
3.2.1. Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Connectivity
In a peer-to-peer network, the blockchain Hyperledger Sawtooth network has a single or multichannel peer connectivity; the main objective is to update the ledger and consist of transactional logs and states in it. Multi-channel peering in a blockchain can automatically synchronize [37]. We adopted multichannel peer connectivity for distributed
power system monitoring which has two roles, either endorsed to commit or vice versa,
but not both. A transaction request is submitted to the Sawtooth Engineer where it validates the ledger network with the P2P policies and enforces it to create policies for distributed energy systems.
3.2.2. Permissioning Requirements (Validated Authority)
This service manages Sawtooth requirements for permissions, including both the onchain wide network permission and local validator configuration [32]. In the local configuration, a validated engineer can limit who is allowed to submit a request for transactions
and batches directly, whereas the on-chain configuration can set up the whole network
and enforce consistent permissioning rules. The validators on the Sawtooth-permissioned
network reject the redundant nodes from peers, which ensures that only known nodes
can join the network [32,34]. The Sawtooth components for permission requirements that
make the distributed systems more secure are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Batch;
Transaction and transaction processor;
Consensus;
Validator;
Node;
Client;
Authorization procedure;
State subscriber;
Policy.

Moreover, we chose the blockchain Hyperledger Sawtooth platform because it provides:
•
•

Data privacy, integrity, and confidentiality;
Efficient processing;
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•
•

Sawtooth business rules functionality;
Secure request submission, validation, and node transaction.

In this scenario, the involved stakeholders of renewable energy systems, distributed
power operation and control, secure node transaction, and monitoring were as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Renewable energy project developers;
Electric utility management;
Environment and Nature Land Authority;
Economic and Social Development Authority;
Other interest groups;
Residents and business owners;
Non-government organizations.

4. Proposed Blockchain Hyperledger Sawtooth-Enabled Architecture for Distribution
Power Systems
In this section, we proposed a blockchain Hyperledger Sawtooth-enabled novel and
secured an architecture for distributed renewable energy and power systems chain of control operations of node transactions and distributed monitoring. Figure 4 presents the
EPS-ledger blockchain Hyperledger Sawtooth architecture that enabled the renewable energy systems operation, control, and management of power in the secure monitoring context, including the multimachine system, competitive environment, billing, settlement,
and reliability. This architecture demonstrated the proper scenario of renewable power
monitoring between various node transactions’ integrity and the secure preservation in
the distributed ledger; moreover, it maintained a consensus policy for update transactions
and encrypted using hash SH-256 and stored these transaction updates in an IPFS distributed storage. The participating stakeholders (register() contract) directly accessed the IPFS
storage and checked the power management details, submitted approval for the transaction, applied for the request for cyber–physical operation and controlled the monitoring
and billing settlement through the distributed application (DApp). A Sawtooth engineer
tackled the request of all participating stakeholders related to access records. In this regard, the engineer also handled a set of logs in the distributed storage structure and managed the energy-related data redundancy and validation challenges. Whereas the objective of the IPFS storage structure is to provide a secure preservation of renewable distributed power systems control node transaction records, it also allows for the setup of timely
update transaction reporting, documenting, and exchange data among participating
stakeholders.
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Figure 4. The proposed blockchain Hyperledger Sawtooth enables novel and secure architecture for distributed power
systems control node transaction.

Through the experiment of the EPS-ledger architecture, there was an on-chain network that connected the cyber–physical control monitor system (embedded sensor network) and Sawtooth node transactions using digital contracts—ensuring operation validity, state, consensus proxy, interconnectivity, and peering between other connected hashencrypted nodes. The off-chain connection maintained two-way communication between
the cyber–physical control system and renewable power operation monitoring, analysis,
active validation, and system integrity and secure node preservation. However, RESET
API was used to reset nodes if it had data on them, which was not needed for the transaction process. The Sawtooth state represented the transfer API in the internet service deployment that was used to retrieve control objects. Moreover, the transaction processor
(transaction ledger) investigated each record of power-related data, and Sawtooth CLI
supported a set of customized commands (according to business rules) to interact with
Sawtooth services. In addition, the design consensus protocol (transaction execution policy)—implemented as a separate process, a trusted execution that provides proof-of-work
solutions efficiently—is shown in Figure 5. This proposed architecture provided a robust
performance and supported the distributed power control, node transaction security, and
ensured operation integrity, confidentiality, and distributed renewable energy systems
monitoring protection.
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Figure 5. Event-based power node transaction execution process of the proposed blockchain Hyperledger Sawtooth-enabled distributed EPS-ledger.

4.1. Implementation of Business Rules
In this context, we designed and implemented Hyperledger Sawtooth-enabled business rules (digital contracts); there were three crucial contracts that were used for creating
a distributed power system, control operations of power node transactions and execution,
update, and distributed control monitoring:
•
•
•

Registration contract (register() contract);
Operation and control accumulator contract (addNode() contract);
Transaction update contract (updateTransaction() contract).

The participating stakeholder registration contract (register()) was initiated and deployed between the Sawtooth Engineer and Renewable Energy and Power Resource ministry to authorize new participants of energy systems along with the power node operation enrolment. The register() was created to add and execute energy-related data, validated by the SE, and record participating stakeholders' transactions according to the Sawtooth predefined consensus policy tuned by the SE. Additionally, this contract also recorded more information related to participating stakeholders: stakeholderTitle, primaryStakeholders, secondaryStakeholders, names, timestamps, and other active registration
steps. Once the stakeholder was registered in the distributed network ledger (register()
contract), the system initiated the operation accumulator transaction contract (addNode()
contract) as demonstrated in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: Registration of Participating Stakeholders (register()), (registration of the participating stakeholders and
validate their roles).
Input: EPS-Ledger-Sawtooth Engineer Initiate System
tx.main(),
renewable_energy_participanets (participationStakeholders), stakeholder title
(stakeholderTitle), primary stakeholders, secondary stakeholders
primaryStakeholders, name
secondaryStakeholders, name
name, current timestamp(execute),
renewable energy system accumulator contract address (acAddress), stakeholder register
stakeholderRegister, counter(stakeholderCounter)
stakeholderRegister is responsible to authorization or set of authorization to maintain register addresses in the contract;
if
tx.main() is true,
then
if
participationStakeholders is not in the contract
then
changes state of the contract and add new details
record participationStakeholders, stakeholderTitle, primaryStakeholders, secondaryStakeholders, name
execute,
and
acAddress;
counter calculates the StakeholderCounter and store;
else
backtracking and state error generation
end;
else
backtracking and state error generation
end;
The power control operations accumulator contract (addNode() contract) was deployed and the initiation of the system automatically when an event occurred was added
to the contract (addNode()). This contract stored renewable power operations, control,
and monitoring related information, even the related transactions recorded, and updated
the accumulator contract. The addNode() was created to add a new node and execute
updated information; additionally, this contract could store more relevant data such as
the accumulator ID (accID), access (accNodeTransaction) , timestamp, and the current operation and control information. Once the accumulator was added to the ledger network
(addNode() contract), the system initiated the transaction update contract (updateTransaction() contract) as shown in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2: addNode() Contract, The distributed power systems chain of operation and control accumulator

contract (addNode()).

Input: EPS-Transaction-Sawtooth Engineer Initiate System Addresses
tx.main(),
accumulator ID (accID), accumulator node transaction
access (accNodeTransaction), current operation and control
timestamp(execute),
transaction of energy power operational record update contract (add Transaction Update Contract
(TUC))
EPS-Ledger Sawtooth Engineer (SE), EPS accumulator count (acCount)
SE is a set of all authorized addresses of the energy Sawtooth Engineer
if
tx.main() is SE
then
if
accumulator node has not existed
then
change state of acCount, add new node transaction record;
accID, accNodeTransaction, current operational and control, tx.main(),
add on TUC to the blockchain distributed ledger;
acCount is increment by a unit;
else
backtracking and state error generation
end;
else
backtracking and state error generation
end;
The transaction update contract (updateTransaction()) is deployed and it initiated the
update when new power accumulator-related information was added to the accumulator
contract (addNode()). This contract shared the updated information among the participating stakeholders using permissioned authority and mentioned policy accordingly. The
updated transaction record was based on the power operation and control managementrelated data and responded to the add-in registration contract and node accumulator contract. The updateTransaction() was created to add updated transactions and execute the
update history of new power-related operation and control information in the TUC contract. Furthermore, this contract stored additional records such as assign, timestamp,
curTransaction, preTransaction, and calTransaction in the respective business rules mentioned in Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3: updateTransaction() Contract, EPS-ledger transaction update contract (updateTransaction()).
Input: EPS-Ledger-Sawtooth Engineer (SE) Initiate System Addresses
tx.main(),
SE assign address (assign), current
timestamp(execute), current transaction (curTransaction),
previous transaction (preTransaction), Sawtooth EPS-Ledger Engineers
SE, calculate transactions (calTransaction)
SE individual authorize or set of authorize contract and responsible to manages the transactional updates contract
if
tx.main() is SE
then
if
check preTransaction has true in the blockchain distributed ledger,
then
state of accNodeTransaction (addNode() Contract) is updated to assign and add new address
also,
TUC updated add new records accordingly:
assign, curTransaction, preTransaction, and calTransaction
else
backtracking and state error generation
end;
else
backtracking and state error generation
end;
4.2. Simulations and Results Discussion
Applying the simulation of the proposed EPS-ledger architecture for distributed energy and power systems chain of control nodes, we tested different blockchain distributed
power nodes by evaluating the transaction batches, cost per transaction, and cost per hash
(SH-256) and automated the transaction execution and verification with the help of the
created smart contracts shown in Table 2. This architecture was tested with different purposes where parameters are a permissioned private network and P2P connectivity, active
participating stakeholders and exchanging information policy, the number of power distributed nodes of control operations, and the set of power system distributed types were
varied. The three business conditions (rules) were tested through the distributed architecture, participation registration (register()), secure accumulator transaction (addNode()),
and update transaction (updateTransaction()), shown in Figures 6–8, according to the customized design EPS-ledger consensus policies and sawtooth protocol. The Sawtooth validator was responsible for managing the overall transaction from validation to the transaction processor and peers of different nodes in the chain. In addition, it ensured the privacy and protection of the transaction and the relation between the cost of node transaction along with the security cost per node (hash encryption), shown in Figures 9–11.
Table 2. Calculated hashes of the encrypted nodes and the relation between cost of node transaction.

Renewable
(Wind, Water, Solar,

Energy No. of
Type Nodes
Node 1
Node 2
Node 3
Node 4

Transaction
Batch
Cost
000000a87cb5eafdcca6a8cde0fb0dcc1400c5ab27447a6aa82c1c0cbf0fbcaf64c0b
1
0
000000a87cb5eafdcca6a8cde0fb0dcc1400c5ab27447a6aa82c128440f169a04216b7
3
0
000000a87cb5eafdcca6a8cde0fb0dcc1400c5ab27447a6aa82c1918142591ba4e8a7
8
1
000000a87cb5eafdcca6a8cde0fb0dcc1400c5ab27447a6aa82c12840f169a04216b7
13
1
Encrypted Hash
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Figure 6. Web-based blockchain Sawtooth-enabled renewable energy and power chain of node
interface.

Figure 7. Sawtooth validator initiate system validation (register()).

Figure 8. Web-based blockchain Sawtooth-enabled renewable energy and power chain of node interface.

Figure 9. Batch wise hash-encrypted node transactions (addNode()).

Figure 10. Run local host: 8000 for adding updated transaction in the distributed power chain of
control node.
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Figure 11. Hash-encrypted power-related data stored and exchange details among the participating stakeholders and connected in the chain-like structure (updateTransaction()).

The proposed chain of control node transactions presented the individual transaction
verification that required less amount of time to validate, as shown in Figures 12 and 13.
With the number of power operation transactions having increased, the execution cost
exceeded exponentially, maintaining the performance of the blockchain distributed node
transaction by applying the experiment using Hyperledger, whereas Hyperledger Sawtooth validator completed the energy-based transaction verification and validation as the
minimum time cost effectively. The simulation-based experimental results showed that
the performance (in terms of efficiency and security) of this proposed architecture were
more efficient than the other public permissionless state-of-the-art non-blockchain-based
unsecure models. Figure 12 presents that compared with the blockchain-based secure
transaction model for distributed renewable energy in the industrial Internet of Things
using a Bitcoin transaction algorithm, which executes the transaction verification and validation process with security [38]. J. Hou et al. presented an architecture that decreases
the energy-related transaction verification cost and design consensus, but cannot consider
the wallet-freezing problem. Undoubtedly, it is a secure architecture for energy-related
distributed transaction verification and validation, but less efficient along with consuming
a wider scope of data cost and privacy and computational power, as shown in Figures 12
and 13.
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Figure 12. Comparison of the proposed architecture with other state-of-the-art methods.

Figure 13. Comparison of the proposed EPS-Ledger with other State-of-the-Art Methods 3(a).

5. The Proposed Hyperledger Sawtooth-Enabled Modular Operations Presented
through Sequence Diagram
Figure 14 presents the blockchain Hyperledger Sawtooth-enabled EPS-ledger renewable energy identification, registration, validation, and verification process. The initial
process was executed between the residential and business owner and the Ministry of
Energy and Power Resource, once the consensus reached the point of record registration,
in which both the participating stakeholders interacted and signed with the level of encryption. After that, the residential and business owners received the updated ledger from
the ministry; then, the business rule updated the information using updateTransaction()
and stored in the distributed IPFS storage shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. The working of blockchain Hyperledger Sawtooth-enabled EPS-ledger registration, validation, and verification
process through sequence diagram.

5.1. Working Operations of the Proposed EPS-Ledger
The implementation of renewable energy and power systems chain of control operations of node transaction executed TUC (updateTransaction()), where the economic and
social development authority tracked and traced each aspect before taking any development and financial decision, whereas the Sawtooth Engineer maintained registration and
power transaction management and produced complete statistical information related to
power system monitoring. Additionally, the Sawtooth engineer collected and analyzed
individual records of residential and business owners, environment and nature authorities, other interest groups, and social development authorities, including the meta-record,
timestamp record, and other affiliation information and stored them in a secure distributed EPS-ledger.
5.2. EPS-Ledger Implementation Challenges and Limitations
The transition of blockchain Hyperledger technology from advertising to reality
poses critical challenges and adaptability issues, most probably in the context of renewable energy systems, where the data exchange, transfer, storage, and interoperability of the
power systems chain of operation and control-related transactions and their provenance
is the main concern area that needs to provide a solution by using the blockchain Hyperledger-enabled solution [39]. Following are the critical implementation challenges discussed in detail:
5.2.1. Regulatory Compliance
One of the implementation issues was regulatory compliance; the federal authority
of energy and power management policy maker needs to consider and design, as well as
develop, the instruction and policy guideline of power systems. Whereas the node transactions regarding the blockchain Hyperledger implication of power system control operations, such as the distributed preservation, operational data exchange, access of the node,
and records on the ledger, and when does the access change, with distinct rights on the
distributed ledge network [40]. The renewable energy sector needs to collaborate and facilitate the running of regulatory frameworks such as the USER commission for security
and the development of modern blockchain evolution of an energy system and power
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systems chain of operation and control ecosystem to formulate new administrative policies [34].
5.2.2. Platform Interoperability
A mass adaptation of business platforms across multiple enterprises is needed to provide an efficient and effective business solution to end-users using different platforms
such as blockchain-enabled platforms and legacy systems [39]. The current legacy of
power system operation and control solutions is a lack of interoperable solutions. These
discontinuities and weak implementations may raise adaptability issues and scalability
difficulties. Recently, several Hyperledger technologies have worked on system interoperability; they try to cope with these issues and provide efficient solutions to connect to
ensure maximum scalability and adaptability to enable intercommunication between the
renewable energy sectors [41].
5.2.3. Security Cost and Data Privacy
The distributed ledger network of energy and power systems, chain stakeholders and
control monitoring-related core electronic data records and access to this sensitive information on the blockchain platform are a serious privacy challenge, as most renewable
energy consumers do not want to share their personal information and confidential data
with their competitors [34,40]. The current blockchain Hyperledger technology copes with
this security challenge and provides more privacy and protection of stakeholders' details
and other related information and ensures the solution will increase the system security
and reduce the cost of data privacy [42,43].
5.2.4. Data Standardization and Scope
This is significant for the renewable industries to cater which type of energy-related
data will be stored on the distributed secure preservation and how it will be stored using
the blockchain ledger (off-chain and on-chain) [39]. For the renewable energy supply system, most of the power systems chain of operation and control-related data and monitoring information are private and sensitive; therefore, it must be verified and doublechecked to be stored against the on-chain hash-encrypted evidence [43,44]. However, data
standardization is one of the significant aspects, and the size of the data will be stored in
a private ledger is one of the challenging factors. Storing a large amount of data and duplication will lead to an additional impact on the cost of node transactions. In addition,
this will affect the performance in terms of efficiency. Renewable industries have to maintain standardized data on the distributed ledger network to achieve a better enterprise
performance and meet their needs, such as adequately defining the size, format, and type
of data preserved on the blockchain distributed ledger [44,45].
6. Conclusions
This paper addressed the security and privacy issues in the current distributed renewable energy systems and multichannel power control operations and monitoring
management. We identified the distributed node privacy solution and highlighted the implementation challenges involved in the current system, using blockchain Hyperledger
Sawtooth-enabled cyber–physical monitoring of renewable energy and secure node transactions execution solutions, including the multimachine system, competitive environment, billing, settlement, and reliability. The EPS-ledger is a private network-based permissioned architecture designed and implemented between participating stakeholders for
operation and control node monitoring and to maintain the integrity and transparency of
energy-related records preservation. In addition, this proposed Hyperledger Sawtoothenabled architecture provides robust security and novelty, ensuring the maintenance of
decentralized power-related data records stored in a distributed ledger that is completely
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immutable, protected, easy to exchange, transfer, track, and trace through the hash-encrypted and combination of business rules. It also protects node transaction and data secrecy, timestamping, unanimous, and programmable private network-based permissioned interfaces. The ES-ledger solution is a proper package that is completely distributed in nature; moreover, we ran a process-like non-repudiation with provenance and
traceable by agile courage without any conflict in the distributed power systems chain-ofoperation and control secure node transactions.
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